
Cheetah Conservation in Namibia
or

How I Spent My Summer

By Anne Brown



What did I do this 
summer?

•I went to the Cheetah Conservation Fund farm in 
Namibia, Africa
•(my luggage also went to Zambia)
•I learned more about the plight of the wild cheetah which includes
loss of habitat, being hunted to the brink of extinction by farmers
protecting their livestock, loss of hunting grounds and health issues
•Met Dr. Laurie Marker cofounder of the Cheetah Conservation Fund



Namibia?



Why Namibia
and

Why Cheetah Conservation

•Cheetahs have long been a favorite 
animal of mine

•Before this trip I had never been 
outside of the United States

•My students had no idea what a 
cheetah is



What does the
Cheetah Conservation Fund do?

•Cares for orphan and injured cheetahs
•Studies captured cheetahs and releases them back into the wild if 
they are healthy enough
•Many captured cheetah cubs are caught without the mother-they 
can’t be released into the wild so CCF raises them
•Researches the conflict between man and cheetahs to find 
effective solutions
•Raises Anatolian Shepherd guard dogs and gives them away
free to local farmers
•Bushblok Fuel Logs –CCF harvests invasive bush to produce a fuel 
for heating and cooking – a product for local use and export  Bush
clearing helps restore cheetah habitat



Cheetah Conservation Fund 
Field Research & Education Centre

45,000 hectares



How did I get the idea 
to go?

I was in a doctor’s office and picked up a copy 
of Smithsonian magazine because it had an 
article about cheetahs.



What did I do once I was there?

I got to touch a cheetah



Clean up goat and sheep poop



Pet the Anatolian shepherd dogs.



Track rhinos



Helped with goat and sheep vaccinations







Helped with cheetah runs







Participate in game counts





Cut away bushes so they
won’t set off camera traps



Feed the cheetahs







More photos
























































































